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CCSN: Gravity-powered neutrino 
bomb

Neutrinos are the main carrier of energy and lepton number  

Carry away >99% of the explosion energy, power the expulsion of the envelope 

Neutrinos provide a laboratory for collective quantum dynamics 

Collective oscillations of all kinds 

Neutrinos are an essential ingredient in nucleosynthesis 

Drive the matter outflow from the PNS surface. Set the electron fraction . Create a subdominant 
n population in a p-rich medium. See Part II by Amol + this morning’s talk by Yong 

Neutrino signal provides a diagnostic of the developing explosion  

Changing matter profile can imprint features in the neutrino signal by the MSW effect

Ye



Reminder: MSW transformations in a 
CCSN

MSW flavor transformations 
occur at two resonant densities, 
corresponding to the atmospheric 
and solar splittings 

In the beginning, the resonant 
conditions occur at large radii, 
where the progenitor profile has 
not yet been perturbed by the 
explosion
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MSW transformations, the early stage

Using measured mixing angles, 
 and , we can verify that 

both resonances are strongly 
adiabatic in the progenitor profile 

 for E=20 MeV, 
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But neutrinos keep streaming for ~10 s

Several seconds into the 
explosion, the front shock 
reaches the MSW layers.  

R. Schirato and G. Fuller (2002) 

At this point, the flavor evolution 
at the shock becomes maximally 
nonadiabatic and the oscillation 
probabilities change

Simulation by Jim Wilson  
(heavy progenitor)



Oscillations after the shock gets to the 
H-resonance

H-res is now completely non-adiabatic 

Electron neutrinos, which before went 
into , now go into  

 has a higher probability of being 
measured as  than  




e.g., if the original  flux was colder 
than , observed  flux gets 
colder
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Note: to be combined with collective later!



Density behind the shock
So far, we focused on the front 
shock, but we should also ask 
what happens behind it 

The resonant density can be 
crossed multiple times there  

Why is there a rarefied region? 

Are the crossings in it 
adiabatic?

cf. Tomas et al, 2004



Hot bubble
The low-density region around 
the PNS is called the “hot 
bubble” [H. Bethe] 

If neutrinos could probe density 
features in the hot bubble, it 
would be very much of interest! 

Especially important because 
the hot bubble is a 
nucleosynthesis site!



Why hot bubble?
Neutrino heating in the outer layers, , is not 
balanced by reemission, .  

Gain radius, essential for understanding the 
explosion mechanism 

Energy deposited is removed by matter outflow 

To unbind a nucleon,  

entropy per baryon,    

 

Seconds after the explosion is launched

∼ G2
FT6

ν
∼ G2

FT6

GNmNMPNS /RPNS ∼ T4/nN

S ∼ T3/nN

S ∼ (mN /T)(GNMPNS /RPNS) ≳ 50

3.2. O-shell Perturbations, Shock Revival, and Explosion
Asymmetry

We mainly concentrate on the 2° model M_P3D_LS220_m−,
which was followed with PROMETHEUS-VERTEX until 1.675 s
after bounce, and compare some aspects with the 4° model
L_P3D_LS220_m−, whose evolution was tracked until 1.884 s,
also using the VERTEX neutrino transport. By applying the neutrino
HC scheme mentioned in Section 2.2, we continued model
M_P3D_LS220_m− (maintaining 2° angular resolution) from
1.675 s until 7.035 s, when the shock had entered the He layer at
r= 52,000 km and an enclosed mass of 4.45Me, with a velocity of
∼8000 km s−1 (Figures 1 and 2). The run extended from 1.675 s to
7.035 s is named M_P3D_LS220_m-HC in Table 1.

M_P3D_LS220_m− and L_P3D_LS220_m− employ the
same microphysics (LS220 EoS and no muons), are both based
on the 3D progenitor model, and differ only in their angular
resolutions. In Appendix A, we compare the evolution of their
average shock radii as functions of time. We also show these
results for the corresponding 1D SN runs, without and with
artificial explosion, and for the 3D SN runs of L_P1D_LS220_
m−, and M_P1D_LS220_m−, all of which were started from the
1D progenitor data. Moreover, the two high-resolution cases of
H_P1D_LS220_m− and H_P3D_LS220_m−, which are based
on the 1D and 3D progenitor data, respectively, are added for
comparison of the evolution prior to the onset of the SN
explosion.

External forcing by infalling O-shell perturbations acts as an
additional driver of large-scale, nonradial fluid motions (con-
vective overturn or SASI) in the postshock layer besides neutrino
heating and thus supports shock revival. This can be quantified
by an increase of efficiency factors for the conversion of neutrino
heating to turbulent kinetic energy, defined as
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(Müller & Janka 2015; Müller et al. 2017a), where i denotes
radial (r) or nonradial (θ plus f) motions. The Ekin,i are the
corresponding turbulent kinetic energies (Equations (10) and

(11) in Müller et al. 2017a), Mg is the mass in the gain layer, Rs
and Rg angular averages of shock radius and gain radius,
respectively, and �nQ the integrated neutrino-heating rate in the
gain layer. Between tpb≈ 200 ms until shortly after the
explosion begins at tpb≈ 400 ms, we find efficiency factors
between 0.3 and 0.4, in rough agreement with values obtained in
SN simulations with a 3D progenitor by Müller et al. (2017a).
The large-scale density variations in the infalling O-shell trigger

a highly asymmetric explosion (Figures 3 and 4) with the shock
expanding faster in directions of lower ram pressure (Figure 5).
The largest expanding bubble is located close to the negative y-
direction, and although the shock dipole vector drifts considerably
during the first second and finds a stable position only after a few
seconds, the deformation of the shock remains stable during the
whole simulation, characterized by a huge outward bulge in the
negative y-hemisphere (close to the dipole direction) and a second
large plume between the positive y-axis and negative z-axis
(Figure 5). Since the low-resolution model L_P3D_LS220_m−
was started from the same asymmetric 3D progenitor conditions,
the most prominent plume driving the shock expansion develops
also in the negative y-direction of this model (see Figure A2 in
Appendix A). However, there is a second, smaller plume growing
between the positive y-axis and positive z-axis, which lies in the
periphery of the wide ram-pressure “depression” extending around
the positive x-direction in the upper left panel of Figure 5, just as
the secondary plume does in model M_P3D_LS220_m−.

3.3. Explosion Energy

The blast-wave energy increases continuously from the onset
of the explosion until several seconds later. The diagnostic
energy, Eexp

diag (which is the integrated internal plus gravitational
plus kinetic energy of all postshock matter with a positive value
of this total energy), effectively saturates at ∼5 s, whereas the
explosion energy that accounts for the negative binding energy
of overlying stellar layers (“overburden,” abbreviated OB),

-Eexp
OB , rises further to nearly converge to the diagnostic energy

at a value around 0.98 B at 7.035 s (Figure 2). During all this
time, a “classical” spherically symmetric neutrino-driven wind

Figure 1. Explosion dynamics and neutrino emission of model M_P3D_LS220_m- and its extension M_P3D_LS220_m-HC. The time axes are chosen for optimal visibility.
Left: mass shells with entropy per nucleon color-coded. Maximum, minimum, and average shock radii, gain radius, and the mass shells of Si/O shell interface and final NS
mass are marked. The vertical white line separates VERTEX transport (left, time linear) and HC neutrino approximation (right, time logarithmic). Right: emitted luminosities and
mean energies of νe, n̄e, and a single species of heavy-lepton neutrinos. The time axis is split as in the left panel. Right of the vertical solid line, we show neutrino data from the
artificially exploded 1D simulation. The neutrino data are evaluated at 400 km for a lab-frame observer at large distance (i.e., gravitationally redshifted to infinity).
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Densities features in the hot bubble

The profiles of Wilson are pretty smooth in the hot bubble 

In contrast, in the simulation by Arcones et al, 2006, two new features: 

contact discontinuity and wind termination shock



Densities features in the hot bubble

Contact Discontinuity (C.D.): pressure matching between the inside and outside of the hot bubble 
requires T=const, . It is unstable to convection and turbulent in multi-D. 

Wind termination shock (T.S.) arises when the outflow is accelerated to supersonic speeds and 
plows into the slowly expanding ejecta. Can be present in multi-D

ρ2/ρ1 = S1/S2 ≳ 10

C.D.T.S.



Wind termination shock in 3D

3D simulation from Stockinger et al (2020)

2052 G. Stockinger et al.

Figure 7. Planar slices of our 3D models showing the entropy colour-coded at tmap. The left-hand panels display the plane of largest shock deformation,
whereas the right panels present the plane of smallest shock expansion. The coordinate directions of the plots (indicated by the tripods in the top right corners)
have no association with the coordinates of the computational grid. Note the almost spherical morphology of model e8.8 and the deformed ejecta morphology
of models s9.0 and z9.6. For better visibility of the small-scale structures of model s9.0, we choose a different colour representation in this case. The white
dashed line marks the shock surface. This line is missing in the top two panels because in model e8.8the shock is at more than 20 000 km at this time already,
far ahead of all explosion asymmetries.

the LESA phenomenon (Tamborra et al. 2014b), can accelerate
the PNS opposite to the direction of the largest total neutrino-
energy flux. LESA manifests itself in a dominant and stable ! = 1
spherical harmonics mode of the lepton-number emission and a
corresponding energy-emission dipole amplitude of several per cent
compared to the monopole (see Tamborra et al. 2014a, 2014b,

and Section 4.2). LESA is observed in both simulations conducted
with VERTEX-PROMETHEUS. The almost spherical explosions of the
ECSN-like progenitor yield very low hydrodynamic kick velocities
by the ‘gravitational tug-boat effect’ (Gessner & Janka 2018).
Anisotropic neutrino emission cannot be evaluated in our simulation
of model e8.8, because of the spherical treatment of the central

MNRAS 496, 2039–2084 (2020)
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So are there wind termination shocks?
In some simulations, yes, in others, no 

We already saw the examples of Wilson vs Arcones 

It gets worse. For example, Fischer et al 2009 has cases with intermittent 
shocks. 

Stockinger et al  3D has a pronounced shock, but Bollig et al  
does not. 

Who’s right? Or is something very special going on?

9.6M⊙ 19M⊙



Outflows in supernova are near-critical!

Because of its importance to understanding the neutrino signal (and 
nucleosynthesis!), we have analyzed the physics of the outflow termination 
shock formation in detail. 

The results are fascinating: the conditions in a supernova are indeed special 
and the system is on the edge of shock formation. 

This is extremely unusual in astrophysical systems! For example, the solar 
wind is very supersonic and has a termination shock at 94 AU.



Another example: pulsar wind nebula

arXiv: 1703.09311

Pulsar Wind Nebulae 9

Fig. 3 Left: Density image from a hydrodynamical simulation of a PWN expanding into an SNR
that is evolving into a medium with a CSM density gradient increasing to the right. The pulsar itself
is moving upward. The reverse shock is propagating inward, approaching the PWN preferentially
from the upper right due to the combined effects of the pulsar motion and the CSM density gradient.
Right: Density profile for a radial slice through the simulated composite SNR. Colored regions
correpond to different physical regions identified in the SNR image.

wave expands freely at a speed of ⇠ (5�10)⇥103 km s�1, much higher than typical
pulsar velocities of ⇠ 200�1500 km s�1. As a result, for young systems the pulsar
will always be located near the SNR center.

The energetic pulsar wind is injected into the SNR interior, forming a high-
pressure bubble that expands supersonically into the surrounding ejecta, forming
a shock. The input luminosity is generally assumed to have the form (e.g. Pacini &
Salvati 1973)

Ė = Ė0

✓
1+

t
t0

◆� (n+1)
(n�1)

(13)

where
t0 ⌘

P0

(n�1)Ṗ0
(14)

is the initial spin-down time scale of the pulsar. Here Ė0 is the initial spin-down
power, P0 and Ṗ0 are the initial spin period and its time derivative, and n is the so-
called “braking index” of the pulsar (n = 3 for magnetic dipole spin-down). The
pulsar has roughly constant energy output until a time t0, beyond which the output
declines fairly rapidly with time.

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of a PWN within its host SNR. The left
panel shows a hydrodynamical simulation of an SNR evolving into a non-uniform
medium, with a density gradient increasing from left to right. The pulsar is moving
upward. The SNR forward shock (FS), RS and contact discontinuity (CD) separat-
ing the shocked CSM and shocked ejecta are identified, as is the PWN shock driven



Factorization assumption
In all these systems, the problems of outflow acceleration and termination 
separate (factorize) 

This is typical for stellar winds. This influenced the seminal paper by Duncan, 
Shapiro, Wasserman (1986) on neutrino-driven outflows. Their method 
presupposes supersonic outflow. 

Literature also describes subsonic solutions, obtained with a completely 
different method.  

What is not discussed is how to determine whether the outflow is subsonic 
or supersonic. And this is what crucially matters for the neutrino signal and 
for the nu-p process.



Mathematics of the 
outflow problem
Fixing the neutrino heating and the PNS gravity, one can 
look for solutions as a function of the far pressure P 

At high P, one can match the far pressure by “shooting" the 
initial velocity. This gives a family of smooth subsonic 
curves. Below a certain finite P, however, no solutions can 
be found with this method 

As P approaches this critical value, the velocity curve 
develop a kink 

As P is further reduced, the kink turns into a step: a 
termination shock. In this regime, one shoots the location 
of the termination shock. 

The two regimes meet at the kinky curve, which is the 
critical flow, separating the subsonic and transonic 
regimes. The corresponding P is critical confining pressure. A.F., Mukhopadhyay, PLB (2022)



Nozzle flows
A qualitatively similar phenomenon 
occurs in an entirely different physical 
system: a flow of a compressible gas 
through a nozzle 

Different geometry, no gravity 

By regulating ambient pressure in the lab, 
can go from subsonic to transonic flows 

Of course, in the lab, conditions can be 
fine-tuned to be near-critical



Condition for critical flow
 

 

Allow us to relate the existence of the termination 
shock to the fundamental parameters of the problem: 
Mplowed(R), neutrino L and E, and PNS M and R 

In particular, you may infer the mass of the PNS 

Can be understood analytically

Tf,crit ≃ (112 keV)L0.702
52 E1.404

ν20 M−0.96
1.4 R0.08

20 ,

ρf,crit ≃ (8.1 × 103 g/cm3)L2.61
52 E5.2

ν20M−4.0
1.4 R1.03

20

Subsonic

* the scaling laws obtained here include the actual variation of  with Tg⋆



Reconciling simulations in the literature 

These allow us to reconcile published simulations, make predictions for 
future simulations 

For example, with luminosities and PNS parameters of Fischer et al 2009, 
termination shock formation is expected for progenitors of .≲ 12M⊙



What are the signatures at DUNE? 



Why DUNE?
It is often stated that at several seconds, the spectra 
of all neutrinos converge. Then oscillations don’t leave 
a visible imprint.  

Here are actual results from modern simulations [Bollig 
et al 2021] 

The antineutrinos are indeed close. But  are 
sufficiently different from . -> Oscillation effects in 
the neutrino channel could be observable.  

’s are the specialty of DUNE. Hence, it’s interesting 
what signals of this physics one might expect in 
DUNE

νe
νx

νe

3.2. O-shell Perturbations, Shock Revival, and Explosion
Asymmetry

We mainly concentrate on the 2° model M_P3D_LS220_m−,
which was followed with PROMETHEUS-VERTEX until 1.675 s
after bounce, and compare some aspects with the 4° model
L_P3D_LS220_m−, whose evolution was tracked until 1.884 s,
also using the VERTEX neutrino transport. By applying the neutrino
HC scheme mentioned in Section 2.2, we continued model
M_P3D_LS220_m− (maintaining 2° angular resolution) from
1.675 s until 7.035 s, when the shock had entered the He layer at
r= 52,000 km and an enclosed mass of 4.45Me, with a velocity of
∼8000 km s−1 (Figures 1 and 2). The run extended from 1.675 s to
7.035 s is named M_P3D_LS220_m-HC in Table 1.

M_P3D_LS220_m− and L_P3D_LS220_m− employ the
same microphysics (LS220 EoS and no muons), are both based
on the 3D progenitor model, and differ only in their angular
resolutions. In Appendix A, we compare the evolution of their
average shock radii as functions of time. We also show these
results for the corresponding 1D SN runs, without and with
artificial explosion, and for the 3D SN runs of L_P1D_LS220_
m−, and M_P1D_LS220_m−, all of which were started from the
1D progenitor data. Moreover, the two high-resolution cases of
H_P1D_LS220_m− and H_P3D_LS220_m−, which are based
on the 1D and 3D progenitor data, respectively, are added for
comparison of the evolution prior to the onset of the SN
explosion.

External forcing by infalling O-shell perturbations acts as an
additional driver of large-scale, nonradial fluid motions (con-
vective overturn or SASI) in the postshock layer besides neutrino
heating and thus supports shock revival. This can be quantified
by an increase of efficiency factors for the conversion of neutrino
heating to turbulent kinetic energy, defined as
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(Müller & Janka 2015; Müller et al. 2017a), where i denotes
radial (r) or nonradial (θ plus f) motions. The Ekin,i are the
corresponding turbulent kinetic energies (Equations (10) and

(11) in Müller et al. 2017a), Mg is the mass in the gain layer, Rs
and Rg angular averages of shock radius and gain radius,
respectively, and �nQ the integrated neutrino-heating rate in the
gain layer. Between tpb≈ 200 ms until shortly after the
explosion begins at tpb≈ 400 ms, we find efficiency factors
between 0.3 and 0.4, in rough agreement with values obtained in
SN simulations with a 3D progenitor by Müller et al. (2017a).
The large-scale density variations in the infalling O-shell trigger

a highly asymmetric explosion (Figures 3 and 4) with the shock
expanding faster in directions of lower ram pressure (Figure 5).
The largest expanding bubble is located close to the negative y-
direction, and although the shock dipole vector drifts considerably
during the first second and finds a stable position only after a few
seconds, the deformation of the shock remains stable during the
whole simulation, characterized by a huge outward bulge in the
negative y-hemisphere (close to the dipole direction) and a second
large plume between the positive y-axis and negative z-axis
(Figure 5). Since the low-resolution model L_P3D_LS220_m−
was started from the same asymmetric 3D progenitor conditions,
the most prominent plume driving the shock expansion develops
also in the negative y-direction of this model (see Figure A2 in
Appendix A). However, there is a second, smaller plume growing
between the positive y-axis and positive z-axis, which lies in the
periphery of the wide ram-pressure “depression” extending around
the positive x-direction in the upper left panel of Figure 5, just as
the secondary plume does in model M_P3D_LS220_m−.

3.3. Explosion Energy

The blast-wave energy increases continuously from the onset
of the explosion until several seconds later. The diagnostic
energy, Eexp

diag (which is the integrated internal plus gravitational
plus kinetic energy of all postshock matter with a positive value
of this total energy), effectively saturates at ∼5 s, whereas the
explosion energy that accounts for the negative binding energy
of overlying stellar layers (“overburden,” abbreviated OB),

-Eexp
OB , rises further to nearly converge to the diagnostic energy

at a value around 0.98 B at 7.035 s (Figure 2). During all this
time, a “classical” spherically symmetric neutrino-driven wind

Figure 1. Explosion dynamics and neutrino emission of model M_P3D_LS220_m- and its extension M_P3D_LS220_m-HC. The time axes are chosen for optimal visibility.
Left: mass shells with entropy per nucleon color-coded. Maximum, minimum, and average shock radii, gain radius, and the mass shells of Si/O shell interface and final NS
mass are marked. The vertical white line separates VERTEX transport (left, time linear) and HC neutrino approximation (right, time logarithmic). Right: emitted luminosities and
mean energies of νe, n̄e, and a single species of heavy-lepton neutrinos. The time axis is split as in the left panel. Right of the vertical solid line, we show neutrino data from the
artificially exploded 1D simulation. The neutrino data are evaluated at 400 km for a lab-frame observer at large distance (i.e., gravitationally redshifted to infinity).
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Collective oscillations
These are very complicated and are not yet fully 
understood. (See talks yesterday!) Need to 
decide how to include them.  

We adopt an approach that allows us to 
illustrate an important physical behavior which 
comes from combining time-modulated MSW 
and collective. 

Consider multiangle, spherically symmetric 
calculations. We compute it using well-
understood numerical techniques.

ν-sphereCollective

MSW 

MSW 



Radial development of 
collective oscillations

t=1.4 s snapshot, normal hierarchy

Multiangle, spherical symmetry
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A snapshot of Collective Oscillations

Fvac
νe

≈ Finit
νχ

+ (Finit
νe

− Finit
νχ

) (0.68 P1 + 0.29 P2 + 0.02 P3)
Clear spectral splits in the mass basis

 : P1 P(νe → ν1)

 : P2 P(νe → ν2)

 : P3 P(νe → ν3)



Neutrino flavor fluxes after collective 
oscillations

No obvious sign of a spectral split in flavor fluxes 
Note that there are no shocks in the picture yet.



Impact of shock passage through  
H- and L- layer on detected events 

In DUNE (40 kt) 

Shocks reveal hidden splits



Case study :  10  progenitor with high luminosities∼ M⊙

Our model

Arcones et al (2006)



Collective oscillations at different times

Evolving density profile and  
and luminosities make the  

collective oscillation pattern vary slightly. 
Overall, the pattern 

is quite stable 



Signal as a function of time 

Signals can appear as early as 1.3 sec ! 
And continues throughout the burst duration ! 

Spectacular non thermal features



Why do features roll across the 
spectrum?

Flavor transformation condition:  

Resonant density depends inversely on neutrino energy  

the passage of the shock from high to low densities results in a feature 
moving across the neutrino spectrum from low to high energies 

A smoking-gun signature of this phenomenon

2GFnres
e ∼ Δm2

2Eν



Energy-Time Binning

Idea : modulation has characteristic time-
energy correlations.  

Can be detected at DUNE  
from anywhere  
in the Galaxy  

with good energy resolution

A.F., Mukhopadhyay, PLB (2022)



Conclusions
Neutrino-driven outflows in a supernova possess a special property of near-criticality 

Near-criticality makes neutrino signatures of termination shocks a powerful diagnostic of the 
physical conditions in the hot bubble 

Combining modulated MSW effects and collective oscillations could reveal spectral split features 
that otherwise may stay hidden 

A quarter of molybdenum in the solar system comes in the form of two neutron-poor isotopes, 
92Mo and 94Mo. This fact is very hard to explain. We proved that our subsonic profiles can solve 
this mystery -> See Amol’s talk! 

Our study points out a possibility to connect neutrino observations and optimal nucleosynthesis 
conditions


